ACADEMIC ASSEMBLY SURVEY

Outcomes
Spring 2011
AA Membership Responses
663 Respondents (25%)
AA Membership Knowledge of the University Academic Council

6. Understood the Configuration of the University Academic Council = 36% Expressed Understanding of the UAC Structure;

7. Understood the Aim & Purposes of the University Academic Council = 9% Strongly Agreed; 18% Agreed Somewhat; 13% Neither Agreed or Disagreed; 20% Somewhat Disagreed, and 40% Strongly Disagreed

8. Knowledge of President of the Academic Senate/Chair of the University Academic Council = 24%, Indicated Knowledge of the President of the Academic Senate/Chair of the UAC
AA Membership Satisfaction with Senate Communications

9. **15%** of Respondents Expressed Strong Satisfaction with Senate Communications; **24%** Expressed Some Satisfaction with Current Communication; **30%** Neither Agreed or Disagreed that Current Communications were Satisfactory; **16%** Expressed Some Dissatisfaction with Current Communications, and **16%** Expressed Strong Dissatisfaction with Current Communications.

10. Unit Senator/s Have a Forum within the Unit to Discuss Senate Business with Their Constituents = **56%** Agreed that Such a Forum Existed within Their Unit.
Outcomes Assessment

A. Better Communication of the Constitution, Aims, and Purposes of the UAC will be Undertaken
B. Better Communication of the Role of the President of the Senate/Chair of the UAC will be Undertaken
C. Intensify the Role of Individual Senators in the Communication and Knowledge of the UAC and Its Mission + Activate Units to Provide a Forum for the Discussion of Senate Business (Perhaps through Unit By-Law Revision Process)
D. Consideration of Any Potential Constitutional Changes to be Undertaken by the UAC Going Forward